The structure of hydroxyacetone (HA) isolated in an argon matrix (at 12 K) and in a neat solid phase (at 12-175 K) was characterized by using infrared (IR) spectroscopy. The interpretation of the experimental results was supported by high-level quantum chemical calculations, undertaken by using both ab initio (MP2) and density functional theory methods. A potential-energy surface scan, carried out at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory, predicted four nonequivalent minima, Cc, Tt, Tg, and Ct, all of them doubly degenerate by symmetry. The energy barriers for conversion between most of the symmetrically related structures and also between some of the nonequivalent minima (e.g., Tg f Tt and Ct f Tt) are very small and stay below the zero-point vibrational level associated with the isomerization coordinate in the higher-energy form in each pair. Therefore, only Cc and Tt conformers have physical significance, with populations of 99 and 1%, respectively, in gas phase at room temperature. For the matrix-isolated compound, only the most stable Cc conformer was observed. On the other hand, the polarizable continuum model calculations indicated that in water solution, the population of Tt and Ct conformers might be high enough (ca. 6 and 11%, respectively) to enable their experimental detection, thus supporting the conclusions of a previous IR spectroscopy study [Spectrochim. Acta A 2005, 61, 477] in which the presence of more than one HA conformer in aqueous solution was postulated. The signatures of these minor conformers, however, do not appear in the spectra of the neat HA crystal, and the crystal structure was rationalized in terms of centrosymmetric hydrogen-bonded dimers consisting of two Cc-like units. Finally, we calculated 1 H, 13 C, and 17 O NMR chemical shifts at different levels of theory and found them to agree with available experimental data.
Introduction
Because of its significant applications in biochemistry, photophysics, photochemistry, and atmospheric chemistry, hydroxyacetone (HA) has received considerable attention. HA is a product of atmospheric reactions, being formed, for instance, during the oxidation of the most important biogenically emitted nonmethane hydrocarbon, isoprene. 1 Because of this, several investigations focused on the mechanisms of formation of HA, the possible reactions it undergoes in the free and upper troposphere, and the subsequent chemistry. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Information about the possible conformers of HA and their populations, as well as their spectroscopic properties, can contribute to a better understanding of the mechanisms of the tropospheric reactions of HA. All studies reported so far for this molecule in the gaseous phase agree about the strong dominance of Cc conformer ( Figure 1 ) in this phase. [1] [2] [3] 7, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Nevertheless, most of them have not excluded the possibility of other conformers to be present as minority species. Microwave studies conducted by Kattija-Ari et al. 9 (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) GHz region) and Apponi et al. 10 (4-20 and 65-180 GHz regions) reported Cc to be the minimum energy conformer of HA, owing to the presence of a strong O-H · · · O intramolecular hydrogen bond, which also resulted in a low methyl torsional barrier (ca. 65 cm -1 10 ) due to the combination of the hyperconjugative effect associated with the methyl and carbonyl groups and the shift of electron density from the latter group to the intramolecular hydrogen bond. 9, 10 Mohaček-Grošev 11 reported the IR spectrum of HA in water solution and claimed the presence of more than one conformer. Such interpretation resulted from the observation in the spectrum of a few bands that could not be assigned to Cc conformer. In that study, however, the author did not characterize precisely * Corresponding author. E-mail: rfausto@ci.uc.pt. Optimized structures (calculation at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level for the monomer in vacuum) of the conformers of HA molecule with atom numbering scheme. In the adopted names of structures (T,t ) trans; C,c ) cis; and g ) gauche), the capital letter designates the orientation around the OdC-C-O dihedral angle, and the small letter refers to the H-O-C-C dihedral angle. Oxygen atoms are gray.
the minor conformer(s). Jetzki et al. 12 reported gas-and particlephase spectra of HA and related molecules, suggesting that the dominant conformers in these two phases are different, that is, that aggregation might lead to conversion of the intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded Cc conformer to other conformer(s) where the hydroxyl group is free to take part in intermolecular hydrogen bonds.
In the light of the above facts, it can be concluded that the experimental characterization of the conformational preferences in HA still requires clear elucidation, in particular regarding the gas-phase conformational equilibrium. Matrix-isolation IR spectroscopy then appears to be an adequate method to tackle this problem, because the conformational composition of the HA vapor could in principle be expected to be efficiently trapped in a cryogenic matrix. The identification of different conformers would be facilitated by the high sensitivity of the method to subtle changes in molecular structure, owing to the fact that the spectral resolution afforded by usage of cryogenic inert matrices is considerably higher compared to that of spectroscopy in liquid and solid phases. Moreover, contrarily to gas phase, the matrix-isolated molecules do not rotate in the rigid matrix environment, and the spectra do not contain the complexity originated by rotational contributions. Furthermore, the perturbations due to the inert noble-gas media are minimal, and the experimental spectra can be directly compared to the theoretically calculated data.
Matrix-isolation technique was thus employed in the present study, together with high-level quantum chemical theoretical methods, to obtain more detailed information about the structure, conformational preferences, intramolecular interactions, and spectroscopic properties of the monomeric form of HA. In addition, a spectroscopic investigation of the neat solid state of HA at cryogenic temperatures was also carried out. Finally, quantum chemical calculations for HA in water and chloroform were also undertaken in order to evaluate the influence of the solvent on the stability of conformers. 1 H, 13 C, and 17 O NMR chemical shifts for the relevant species of HA in the same solvents were also calculated by using different theoretical approaches and compared with available experimental data. 14,15
Experimental Techniques
HA was obtained from Aldrich (Acetol, Tech., 90%). Because of its highly hygroscopic nature, the compound was handled in a glovebox to avoid its interaction with atmospheric water. The sample was placed in a glass tube and was then connected to the chamber of the cryostat (APD Cryogenics closed-cycle helium refrigerator with DE-202A expander) through a needle valve (NUPRO SS-4BMRG). The needle valve had two thermostatable parts: the nozzle and the sample compartment. The sample compartment was kept at -50°C (melting 2-pentanol) to provide the compound with adequate vapor pressure. The valve nozzle was kept at room temperature (∼25°C).
Prior to the experiment, the compound was additionally purified by using the standard freeze-pump-thaw technique, and the cell with the compound was further pumped through the cryostat at room temperature to remove volatile impurities. To deposit a matrix, the vapor of HA was introduced into the cryostat chamber through the needle valve, together with large excess of the host matrix gas (Argon N60, Air Liquide) coming from a separate line. A cold CsI window was used as a matrix substrate and was kept at 12 K during the deposition.
For the experiments carried out on the neat solid states, the compound was deposited as an amorphous layer or a crystalline thin film on the CsI window of the cryostat kept at a temperature of 12 K (amorphous) or 175 K (crystal). In both cases, spectra were then collected at different temperatures. The input system used for deposition of the neat crystalline film of HA was the same as the that used for the matrix-isolation experiments, but in this case, no argon was co-deposited. In these experiments, the valve nozzle was also kept at room temperature (∼25°C) during deposition.
IR spectra were recorded with 0.5 cm -1 resolution by using a Mattson (60AR, Infinity series) FTIR spectrometer equipped with a KBr beamsplitter and a deuterated triglycine sulfate detector.
Computational Methods
Density functional theory (DFT) and Møller-Plesset to second order (MP2) methods, with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set 16 were used to obtain the equilibrium structures of the molecule. In the DFT calculations, the three-parameter hybrid functional abbreviated as B3LYP, which includes Becke's gradient exchange correction 17 and Lee, Yang, and Parr's 18 and Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair's 19 correlation functionals, was used. Because the MP2 method is known in general to give better results for energy calculations, this method was used to perform a complete potential-energy surface (PES) scan for HA. Vibrational spectra calculated for the different minima of HA ( Figure 1 ) were scaled by linear fitting of the calculated wavenumbers to the corresponding experimentally observed values. The obtained scale factors are 0.985 and 0.974 for DFT and MP2, respectively, (R ) 0.99974 and 0.99985, respectively).
The theoretical normal modes were analyzed by carrying out the potential-energy distribution (PED) calculation. Transformations of the force constants with respect to the Cartesian coordinates to the force constants with respect to the molecule-fixed internal coordinates allowed the normal-coordinate analysis to be performed as described in ref 20. The internal coordinates used in this analysis were defined by following the recommendations of Pulay et al. 21 The adopted atom numbering scheme is shown in Figure 1 , and the symmetry coordinates used in the normal-coordinate analysis are listed in Table 1 . Normalized PED matrices were calculated as described in ref 22. Polarized continuum model (PCM) calculations, 23 in the C-PCM (conductor-like PCM) variety, 24 were carried out for the minimum energy conformations of HA to find their relative stabilities in different solutions. In the C-PCM approach, the solute is placed in a cavity formed by the envelope of spheres centered on the atoms or the atomic groups. Inside the cavity, the dielectric constant is the same as in vacuo; outside, it takes the value of the desired solvent (e.g., ε ) 78.4 for water and 4.9 for chloroform). The geometries of HA conformers in water and chloroform solutions were fully optimized by using the C-PCMapproachattheMP2/6-311++G(d,p)andtheDFT(B3LYP)/ 6-311++G(d,p) levels. The corresponding vibrational frequencies were calculated numerically. Also, the 1 H, 13 C, and 17 O NMR spectra of HA in these two solvents were calculated at the MP2 and DFT (B3LYP and BP86 17, 25 ) levels with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. All quantum chemical calculations were performed by using Gaussian03. 26 
Results and Discussion
4.1. Minimum Energy Conformations, their Optimized Geometries and Relative Energies, and Barriers to Conformational Isomerization in Vacuum. HA has two main conformationally relevant degrees of freedom related with internal rotation about C 1 -O 10 and C 1 -C 2 bonds which may result in several conformers. According to the literature, 1-3,7,9-13 one of these conformers is stabilized by an O-H · · · O intramolecular hydrogen-bond (Cc form; see Figure 1 ). Most of the previous studies on HA describe this hydrogen-bonded conformer as the most stable one. Initially, the structure of this form was optimized with a C s symmetry at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level. The calculated spectrum of this structure resulted in one imaginary frequency, associated with the torsion of the methyl group. Thus, the optimization was repeated with a C 1 symmetry and converged to a minimum energy conformation where the OdC-C-O, H-O-C-C, and H-C-CdO dihedral angles are 8.2, -11.7, and 21.8°, respectively (MP2 values). Both MP2/6-311++G(d,p) and DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) methods established that the Cc form is nonsymmetric and has an isoenergetic, mirrorlike counterpart (with OdC-C-O, H-O-C-C, and H-C-CdO dihedral angles equal to -8.2, 11.7, and -21.8°, respectively). The C s symmetric structure corresponds to the saddle point on the PES separating these two equivalent-bysymmetry minima.
A PES scan, by using the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) method, was then performed in order to search for additional minima. The OdC-C-O and H-O-C-C dihedral angles were incremented in steps of 10°, and all the remaining geometrical parameters were optimized. Figure 2 presents a contour map of the calculated PES. Three additional minima (Tt, Tg, and Ct) were found on the PES of HA, all of them being doubly degenerate by symmetry forms with nonplanar heavy-atom skeleton and belonging to the C 1 symmetry point group.
Full calculated geometries for the four different energy minima of HA obtained at both the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) and the DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory are provided as Supporting Information (Table S1 ). The OdC-C-O, H-O-C-C, and H-C-CdO dihedral angles and relative energies (including zero-point-vibrational-energy-corrected energies) for the minima and first-order transition states found on the PES of HA (in vacuum) are given in Table 2 . The results obtained with the two calculation methods were found to be similar.
The comparatively low energy of the Cc form is easy to rationalize in view of the presence of the stabilizing O-H · · · O intramolecular hydrogen bond, whereas the higher energy of the Ct form (∆E ZPVE ) 22.6 kJ mol -1 ; MP2 data) can be attributed to the simultaneous occurrence of the repulsive interactions between the two oxygen atoms in this structure, on one side, and between the face-to-face-oriented methylene and methyl hydrogen atoms, on the other side (see Figure 1) . The remaining two minima (Tt and Tg) have quite similar energies (∆E ZPVE (MP2) ) 11.7 and 14.2 kJ mol -1 , respectively), reflecting their close structural similarity. Nevertheless, because of the presence of a repulsive interaction between the hydroxyl hydrogen atom and the methyl group in Tg, this form was found to be slightly less stable than Tt, where such repulsion does not exist (see Figure 1) .
In order to identify more precisely the nature of the different conformers of HA, all barriers interconnecting these structures were calculated. Figure 3 shows the MP2 potential-energy profile joining all unique minima on the PES of HA (see the dotted line in the left-bottom corner of Figure 2 ). In the figure, rC4H5
γC1C2O3C4 γCdO a r, distance between atoms; R, bond angle; τ, torsional dihedral angle; γ, out-of-plane dihedral angle; see Figure 1 for atom numbering. b ν, stretching; δ, bending; τ, torsion; r, rocking; tw, twisting; w, wagging; as, asymmetric; s, symmetric. . The two dihedral angles were changed incrementally in steps of 10°, and all the remaining internal coordinates were fully optimized. Minima are indicated in the graph by crosses (x) and labeled (Cc, Ct, Tt, and Tg). The first-order saddle points are indicated by black circles and labeled by capital letters (A-E). All forms are doubly degenerate (note that the surface is centrosymmetric). Energies are relative to the most stable conformer (Cc) and do not include zero-point vibrational corrections. Isoenergy levels are spaced by 3 kJ mol -1 . The dotted lines indicate the lowest-energy paths connecting higher-energy minima (Ct, Tt, and Tg) with the lowestenergy conformer Cc.
note the changes of the reaction coordinates indicated by the vertical dashed lines. Horizontal thin lines indicate the position of the lowest vibrational level associated with the reaction coordinate connecting a given minimum with the others. The positions of these vibrational levels were determined from the MP2 calculated vibrational frequencies (see Table 3 and Table  S2 in the Supporting Information).
As seen in Figure 3 , there are several interconnecting saddle points between minima on the PES of HA that have energies below the zero vibrational level (V 0 ) of at least one of the species they interconnect. This happens for saddle points A, C, and D associated with the Ct f Cc [∆E A-Ct ) 0.64 kJ mol -1 ;
processes but also for the saddle points associated with the Cc f Cc′ and the Ct f Ct′ interconversions that are not represented in Figure 3 [the relative energies of these two saddle points are 0.42 and 0.75 kJ mol -1 , respectively, which shall be compared with the MP2 calculated energies for the zero-point vibrational levels associated with the relevant torsional coordinates, τC-C(H 3 ) in both cases, in Cc and Ct, which are 0.54 and 0.73 kJ mol -1 , respectively].
There are two main consequences that can be extracted from what has been mentioned above: (i) both the Ct and Tg minima (and also their corresponding symmetry-related forms, Ct′ and Tg′) cannot be considered as real conformers but are better described as high vibrational excited states of Cc and Tt forms, respectively and (ii) the two pairs of symmetry-related shallow minima, Cc/Cc′ and Tt/Tt′, shall be effectively considered as the only two conformers (for simplicity, we will designate these conformers as Cc and Tt) the most probable geometries of which correspond to the symmetric structures (saddle points) between the two equivalent minima for each case. The same conclusions can be extracted from the relative energy differences between the saddle points which connect the different minima when zeropoint vibrational energies are taken into account (∆E ZPVE ). In Table 2 , whenever ∆E ZPVE associated with a conversion from one energy minimum on the PES into another one of lower energy is negative, this means that the zero-point-corrected energy of the saddle point is below that of the higher-energy minimum; therefore, this minimum does not have any practical significance. Obviously, in the case of interconversions between symmetrically related minima, the zero-point-corrected energy of the saddle point is below that of both minima that it interconnects, and this structure then corresponds to the most probable structure defining the geometry of the sole conformer associated with the two symmetry-related minima. The remaining barriers between minima on the PES were found to range from high to moderately low. The interconnecting Tg/Tg′ (not shown in Figure 3 ) is as large as 13.7 kJ mol -1 because in the transition state, the hydroxyl hydrogen atom interacts strongly with the methyl group. On the other hand, the barriers separating Ct from Tt and Tg from Cc along the OdC-C-O torsional coordinate, as well as the global barrier for the Tt f Cc isomerization (5.8 kJ mol -1 ), are moderately low (5.7 and 2.3 kJ mol -1 , respectively).
In the context of the present matrix-isolation study, all this information regarding energy barriers is of great relevance, because during deposition of cryogenic inert matrices, most of the time, low-energy barriers (a few kJ mol -1 ) can be surpassed, leading to relaxation of higher-energy conformers to lowerenergy forms. 27, 28 As pointed out above, for HA, besides Cc conformer, only conformer Tt represents a true conformational state which could in principle be projected to have a nonvanishing probability to be trapped in the matrices and to be experimentally observed in the as-deposited matrix. Nevertheless, it shall be noticed that the global barrier for the Tt f Cc isomerization (5.8 kJ mol -1 ) is still in the range of values 27, 28 that can be expected to be low enough to allow for conformational cooling to take place during deposition.
Matrix-Isolation FT-IR Studies.
From the relative Gibbs energies of Cc and Tt conformers of HA at the reference temperature (temperature of the vapor of the compound immediately prior to deposition, 298.15 K (25°C)) calculated at the MP2 level, the relative populations of the two conformers in the gaseous phase before deposition could be easily estimated by using the Boltzmann distribution, Cc:Tt ) 99:1; that is, the calculations predict the most stable Cc conformer as strongly dominating in the gas phase at room temperature. Figure 4 presents the spectrum of HA in argon matrix (T ) 12 K), prepared from the vapor of the compound at 25°C. A detailed analysis of the experimental spectra, for the originally deposited sample (at 12 K) and after its annealing (up to 34 K), doubtlessly demonstrated that only the Cc conformer is present in the matrix. In particular, the vibrations of the OH group are very sensitive to the molecular conformation, and no bands appear in the experimental spectrum around 3650 and 1175 cm -1 , where the strong absorptions due to the νOH and the δCOH modes of the nonhydrogen-bonded OH group of Tt conformer would be expected. Moreover, the whole experimental spectrum below 1500 cm -1 is in much better agreement with the calculated spectrum of the Cc form compared with that of the Tt form. In Figure 4 , the experimental spectrum is compared with the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) calculated spectra for conformers Cc and Tt (calculated spectra for all four minima on the PES of HA are provided in the Supporting Information, Figure S1 ).
There are two main reasons justifying the nonobservation of any spectral feature ascribable to the Tt form in the experimental spectrum: (i) the small population of this form in the gas phase at 25°C (1%) is of the order of magnitude of the limit of detection of the method (in general a few %, depending on the similarity of the spectra of different forms in the regions where the most intense vibrations are predicted to occur) and (ii) as mentioned above, it is also possible that the Tt form can have its population reduced even more because of its conversion to the most stable Cc conformer during deposition of the matrix because the barrier for this conversion (see Figure 3) is still low enough to have a nonvanishing probability to be overcome at this occasion.
The advantage of having only one conformer in the prepared matrices is that its vibrational characterization could be done in deep detail, as discussed below. Nevertheless, we tried also to populate the Tt conformer in order to study it spectroscopically too. At first thought, one possibility to achieve this goal would be increasing the temperature of the vapor of the compound before deposition. However, taking into account the relative energies of the two conformers, it can be easily concluded that increasing the temperature of the vapor prior to deposition up to the maximum temperature accessible to our setup (ca. 180°C) would lead only to very small population changes in the gas phase (ca. 4%, assuming also that no decomposition of the compound would occur), which would be already near the detection limit of the method. Moreover, because the partial isomerization due to conformational cooling is expected to take place during deposition, the hotter the sample being deposited, the greater the importance of this effect. That is why the effective population changes due to the increase of the gas temperature prior to deposition would be negligible in practical terms. Then, in order to populate the highest-energy conformer, alternative possibilities were tried: irradiation of the as-deposited matrix with UV light (from a 500 W Hg(Xe) lamp, Newport, Oriel Instruments, set to provide an output of 200 W) and also IR irradiation (by means of a kanthal wire heated to orange glowing). Neither irradiation experiment, however, led to any spectral changes that could be attributed to an increase of the population of a higher-energy conformer.
IR pumping has been used successfully to promote conformational isomerization in matrix-isolated molecules exhibiting structural similarities to HA, such as, for instance, acetic, propionic, and glycolic acids. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] In all these cases, excitation of the OH stretching mode (either the fundamental vibration or the first overtone) has been carried out in the initial reaction step. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] Following this initial step, vibrational relaxation from the excited coordinate into the low frequency torsional reactive coordinate takes place through a series of processes in cascade involving different vibrational states of the reactant species, which might be assisted by the lattice to compensate the energy mismatch between the intramolecular energy levels involved in the energy relaxation, converting the excess internal energy of the guest molecule into lattice phonons. 35, 36 It has been suggested that in order to be efficient, this relaxation mechanism requires a low density of low-energy states to prevent competition between the reactive channels and the nonreactive energydissipation channels. 29, 34 For example, the observed one order of magnitude reduction in the quantum yields for trans-to-cis conversion in acetic acid when compared to formic acid has been shown to be due to the presence of the additional methyl group and the associated nonreactive low-frequency methyl torsional mode 29, 32 in acetic acid. Thus, in the case of HA, the inefficiency of the IR pumping in promoting conversion from Frequencies (freq., cm -1 ), IR Intensities (km mol -1 Cc into Tt can be attributed, in a way similar to that in acetic acid, to the quenching of the relaxation processes involving the reactive coordinates (τO-C and τC-C) due to competition with those involving the lowest-frequency methyl torsional mode (τC-C(H 3 )). An alternative explanation for the observed inactivity of the IR pumping in HA is that in the present experiments, a broadband IR irradiation was used. Therefore, the simultaneous occurrence of both direct and inverse isomerization reactions, with the latter (where Cc appears as the product) being more efficient than the former, cannot be excluded. To verify this possibility, experiments involving narrow-band selective pumping of the Cc conformer are required. Of course, it is also possible that the higher-energy form could just quickly relax radiationlessly to the most stable form, either over the barrier (because, as already mentioned, the energy barrier is small) or by tunneling (as, for instance, was observed previously for matrix-isolated formic, acetic, and propionic acids). 30, 32, 34 Narrow-band selective IR pumping experiments may also shed some light on the relevance of these putative relaxation mechanisms.
As mentioned before, the detailed assignment of the matrix isolation IR spectrum of Cc conformer was facilitated by the sole presence of this conformer in the matrix. The assignments are presented in Table 3 , together with the results of the theoretical calculations and normal-coordinate analysis.
A comparison of the experimental and calculated spectra (Figure 4 ) reveals that these spectra are similar regarding both the position and the intensity of the bands. The spectra are dominated by five intense bands at 3505, 1731, 1361, 1286, and 1103 cm -1 , which were assigned to νOH, νCdO, δCH 3 s, δCOH, and νC-O, respectively [MP2 calculated (scaled) frequencies: 3675.4, 1721.5, 1368.6, 1281.5, and 1104.3 cm -1 ; see Table 3 ]. The theoretical calculations predicted also a sixth intense mode, with dominant contribution from the wCH 2 wagging coordinate, which should give rise to a band at ca. 1417 cm -1 . In the experimental spectrum of the matrix-isolated compound, this vibration is observed as a doublet at 1401 and 1409 cm -1 , the observed splitting being probably due to the Fermi-resonance interaction between this mode and the 804 + 615 cm -1 combination tone.
The assignment of the less intense bands was also straightforward (Table 3) . Because we did not investigate the frequency region below 400 cm -1 , the calculated vibrational bands in this region are compared in Table 3 with those reported by Mohaček-Grošev 11 for liquid HA (Raman spectrum). This author assigned a broad band at ∼80 cm -1 in the Raman spectrum of liquid HA to the hydroxymethyl internal rotation and the weak Raman band at 330 cm -1 to the τO-C torsional mode. These frequencies are similar to the MP2 calculated values now obtained: 106.3 and 340.0 cm -1 , respectively (see Table 3 ). An additional low-frequency band was observed at 276 cm -1 in the Raman spectrum of liquid HA, 11 which corresponds to a skeletal vibration with large contribution of OCC and CCC bending coordinates. The MP2 calculated value 261.2 cm -1 is in very good agreement with the experimental data. Very unfortunately, no experimental frequency for the τC-C(H 3 ) mode has been reported yet [the calculated intensity for this mode, as predicted by the MP2 method, is very low (4.7 km mol -1 )], preventing any comparison with the calculated value, 90.6 cm -1 (see Table 3 ).
The weak band observed at 698 cm -1 also deserves here a brief comment because no Cc fundamental band is predicted by the calculations around this frequency (see Table 3 ). This band, very probably, is due to the first overtone of the τO-C vibration. According to this assignment, such band is absent in the spectrum of crystalline HA (discussed later in this paper). Because of crystal packing and strengthening of hydrogen-bond interactions in this phase, as expected, the τO-C fundamental . Experimental FTIR spectrum of HA monomers isolated in an argon matrix at 12 K (top) and theoretically calculated (at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level, for the isolated molecule in vacuum) IR spectrum of the most stable Cc conformer (middle) and a minor Tt form (bottom). The calculated frequencies were scaled by a factor of 0.974 (obtained by a least-squares linear fit in the fingerprint region). In the experimental spectrum, the band at 698 cm -1 (marked by an asterisk) does not have a calculated counterpart and was assigned to the first overtone of the τO-C fundamental. The band at 1286 cm -1 (marked by an arrow) disappears upon transition from monomeric to the aggregated HA (see text for details) and was assigned to the δCOH fundamental of Cc conformer. vibration shifts to a considerably higher frequency (from ca. 330-340 to ca. 660 cm -1 ).
Solvent Effects on the Conformational Equilibria.
As mentioned in the Introduction, Mohaček-Grošev 11 postulated the existence of at least one additional minor conformer of HA in water solution, on the basis of the observation in the corresponding IR spectra of three bands (at 1057, 552, and 465 cm -1 ) which could not be assigned to the Cc conformer. In order to examine this possibility, we performed additional theoretical conformational studies for HA in water solution. The obtained data are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 3 .
According to both MP2 and DFT calculations, all four minima (Cc, Tt, Tg, and Ct) found for the isolated molecule exist on the PES of HA in water solution. As in the gas phase, the Cc conformer remains the global energy minimum in water. Unlike in the gas phase, the CCOH dihedral angle in this most stable conformer assumes a g orientation (the MP2 calculated value in water environment is 54.6°). Strictly speaking, such a form should have another name (Cg), but for uniformity, we shall continue to call the most stable structure in water also Cc. An important consequence is that the most stable conformer in water will become doubly degenerate by symmetry (Cg and Cg′). As it will be shown below, the polarizable environment (without explicitly present hydrogen bonds) results in the same change of geometry as that that would be imposed on the structure of the main conformer by the presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding (i.e., in hydrogen-bonded dimers).
Regarding C-PCM calculations in water, the relative energies of the remaining minima in this medium were found to be much lower when compared to the gas phase (Figure 3 ). The stabilization of Ct conformer is particularly large, in agreement with its large dipole moment (6.8 D in water, as predicted by the MP2 calculations; all the other conformers have predicted dipole moments lower than 5 D, see Table 2 ). Very interestingly, the two higher-energy forms (Tg and Tt) are predicted to have similar energies in water environment, the Tt form being more stable after accounting for the zero-point vibrational energy (see Table 2 ). The barrier for conformational interconversion Tg f Tt was found to lie below the ground-state vibrational level of the reaction coordinate (OH torsion) separating these two forms. Then, as for the molecule in vacuum, the Tg form becomes irrelevant in water solution.
The calculations performed for water solution showed that the barrier for conformational interconversion Ct f Cc is large enough, making the Ct minimum relevant in practical terms. The saddle points associated with the Ct f Ct′ and Tt f Tt′ interconversions have zero-point-corrected energies below those of the two equivalent minima they connect (see Table 2 ). Hence, Ct and Tt correspond to singly degenerate conformers (with their most probable structures corresponding to the associated saddle points for interconversion between the two equivalentby-symmetry minima on the PES), whereas Cc conformer is doubly degenerate. The calculated populations for the different conformers at 25°C relate then as Cc:Ct:Tt ) 83.2:11.0:5.8; that is, the present theoretical results sustain the proposition of Mohaček-Grošev 11 regarding the existence of more than one conformer of HA in water solution. Considering the predicted relative populations for the various conformers, one can expect that Ct and Tt forms should give rise to observable features in the IR spectra of the compound in water solution.
The calculated vibrational frequencies (and IR intensities) for Cc, Ct, and Tt conformers in aqueous solution are provided in Table 4 , together with the IR frequencies reported by Mohaček-Grošev. 11 According to the calculated data, the IR bands observed at 465, 580, and 750 cm -1 11 correspond to the γCdO, δCdO, and νC-C modes of the Ct conformer (predicted at 452, 598, and 796 cm -1 , respectively), whereas that observed at 503 cm -1 11 corresponds to the δCdO mode of the Tt conformer (MP2 predicted value, 494 cm -1 ). In addition, the experimental bands at 841 and 1287 cm -1 are also only due to the two higher-energy forms, corresponding to the highly mixed bending CH 2 modes (calculated at 853 and 1265 cm -1 in Tt and 845 and 1254 cm -1 in Ct), which are predicted to occur at considerably lower frequencies in the most stable Cc conformer and are assigned to the bands at 816 and 1211 cm -1 (see Table 4 ).
4.4. Low-Temperature Spectrum of Neat Crystalline HA. As mentioned in the Introduction, Jetzki et al. 12 observed that the band at 1288 cm -1 present in the experimental spectra of gaseous HA was missing in the particle spectrum. Therefore, it was concluded 12 that the particles consist predominantly of the open forms of the compound (Ct and Tt in the present notation), where the hydroxyl group is free to take part in intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The fact that in water solution, conformers Tt and Ct are observed experimentally 11 could also be considered as pointing in the same direction.
In the present study, we obtained the amorphous solid state of HA, produced by fast deposition of the vapor of the compound onto the cold (12 K) CsI window of the cryostat. This spectrum is presented in Figure 5 (trace A) and is identical to the particle spectra (recorded at 78 K) obtained by Jetzki et al. 12 The crystalline phase of the compound was also obtained in the present study. It was produced directly by deposition of HA vapor onto the cryostat window at 175 K or, alternatively, by continued annealing of the previously produced amorphous solid up to this temperature. Figure 5 (trace B) shows the experimental IR spectrum of the neat crystal at 12 K. Unlike the intense band at 1288 cm -1 found in the spectrum of the gaseous phase 12 or the band at 1286 cm -1 in argon matrix ( Figure 4 ) and assigned to the δCOH vibration of the Cc conformer, neither the spectrum of our amorphous sample nor the spectrum of the crystal contains bands around 1288 cm -1 . The nonobservation of such band was interpreted in ref 12 in terms of two statements. Their first statement was that at least a partial breakup of the intramolecular hydrogen bond occurs in conformer Cc (ZZ in their notation) upon aggregation. Their second statement was based on the first one and read that the particles (aggregates) consisted of open forms of the compound (such as Ct or Tt).
To verify these statements, we analyzed additional experimental results that were not available at the time of publication of ref 12. These new experimental results include our experimental spectra of HA crystal ( Figure 5 ) and experimental spectra of Mohaček-Grošev 11 for HA in solutions. Surprisingly, no bands were observed in the spectra of crystals at the positions where the bands originated in Ct and Tt conformers were reported for HA in water solution 11 (e.g., at 503, 580, and 750 cm -1 ; see Table 4 ). Thus, the interpretation of the structure of HA aggregates in terms of the open forms (the second statement of Jetzki et al.) should be revised to satisfy the new experimental facts.
To suggest an alternative explanation, we explored structure motifs for HA aggregates which would not involve conformers other than Cc and simulated their IR spectra. Many dimer structures similar in energy were obtained, and their IR spectra were calculated. A plausible explanation for the changes in the experimental spectra could be obtained by using a centrosymmetric HA dimer constructed of two Cc conformers depicted in Figure 6 . The structure of such dimer was optimized within C i symmetry point group, and its IR spectrum is presented in Figure 5 (and in Table S5 in the Supporting Information). The appealing feature of the calculated spectrum of the dimer is the change of the vibrational frequency due to the δCOH mode (compared to the monomer), resulting in the disappearance of the absorption around 1280 cm -1 (see bands marked by arrows in Figure 5C,D) . The calculated spectrum of the centrosymmetric dimer ( Figure 5C ) is in fairly good agreement with the spectrum of the amorphous HA ( Figure 5A ).
The comparison of selected geometric parameters of the Cc conformer and the centrosymmetric dimer is presented in Table  5 (the full optimized geometry is given in Table S4 in the Supporting Information). The most important geometric difference between the monomer and the aggregate agrees with the conclusion of Jetzki et al. about the breakup of the intramolecular hydrogen bond induced by the aggregation of HA. 12 The constituting unit of the dimer cannot be called a Cc form any more, because the CCOH torsional angle assumes the value of 57°, which is closer to a gauche rather to a cis geometry (see Table 5 ). Thus, in the aggregates, HA assumes a structure which does not coincide with any of the minimum-energy structures characteristic of vacuum (and reminds that found theoretically in C-PCM calculations in water environment). Moreover, according to our calculations, the intramolecular H · · · O distance increases from ca. 206 pm in the Cc conformer to 262 pm in the dimer. The intermolecular H · · · O distance in the dimer is ca. 190.5 pm and evidences the formation of a new hydrogen bond. One of the most important characteristics of hydrogen bonds is their linearity, and the value of the O-H · · · O angle also favors a much stronger hydrogen-bond interaction in the dimer (164.8°) compared with the monomer (117.5°).
In terms of the vibrational spectra, the strengthening of the hydrogen bonds manifests itself in the frequency increase related with the τO-C vibrational modes. Indeed, the calculations predict an increase of this frequency from 387 cm -1 in the monomer to 546 cm -1 in the dimer (see bands marked by an asterisk in Figure 5C ,D). The bands due to the torsional vibrations of protonic groups (OH, NH) involved in hydrogen bonds in crystals exhibit a strong characteristic variation of the peak intensity with the change of temperature. 37, 38 The absorption due to the τO-C torsional mode in the spectra of HA crystals is also expected to follow this pattern. Such behavior was found experimentally for the band at ca. 660 cm -1 (marked by one asterisk in Figure 5B ). Thus, we assign this band as being due to the τO-C fundamental in the neat HA crystal. 6-311++G(d,p) Calculated Frequencies (ν, cm -1 , scaled by 0.974) and IR Intensities (I, km mol -1 ) b n. inv., not investigated; experimental intensities are given in a qualitative way, the corresponding abbreviations were adopted from the original study. 11 This position of the fundamental vibration then suggests the assignment of the band at 1308 cm -1 (marked by two asterisks in Figure 5B ) to its first overtone. This is consistent with the harmonic calculations of the vibrational spectrum of the dimer, which do not predict any vibration in this region of the spectrum. The band assigned to the overtone, similarly to the fundamental, also exhibits a strong variation in its intensity as a function of the sample temperature, thus justifying the assignment to the protonic mode. Further proof for the assignments of the two bands at 660 and 1308 cm -1 to the protonic modes of the aggregate follows from the spectrum of the amorphous sample. Indeed, in the absence of the orientational order, systematic formation of the centrosymmetric dimers is unlikely, and the two bands in question disappear from the experimental spectrum (see Figure 5A) .
The assumption of the centrosymmetric dimer as the main structural motif of HA crystals, although allowing to explain the experimental spectra, still should be considered with some reservation. The vibrational frequency of the τO-C fundamental The calculated frequencies were scaled by a factor of 0.985. The theoretical spectra were simulated by Lorentzian contours with the full width at half height equal to 8 cm -1 (dimer) and 4 cm -1 (monomer) and centered at the calculated (scaled) frequencies. In the theoretical spectra, the bands marked by arrows correspond to the modes involving the δCOH coordinate, and the bands marked by one asterisk correspond to the τO-C fundamental. The bands marked by one and two asterisks in the experimental spectrum of the crystal were assigned to the τO-C fundamental and to its first overtone, respectively. Figure  1 for the structure of Cc monomer, Figure 6 for the structure of the dimer, Table S1 in the Supporting Information for the complete optimized geometry of Cc monomer, and Table S4 in the Supporting Information for the complete optimized geometry of the dimer.
is predicted ca. 100 cm -1 lower than the observed one, which can be attributed either to the limitations of the theoretical method used or to the wrong model. Alternative structures of the hydrogen-bonded aggregates of HA, consisting of exclusively Cc monomers, are possible (for example, chain-like aggregates), but their theoretical simulation is a nontrivial task. The main structural motif of the chain is an open dimer with one intermolecular hydrogen bond connecting two Cc monomers. The theoretical optimizations of such open dimers resulted, however, in structures with much higher relative energies or converged to the centrosymmetric dimer. At present, it seems to us that the centrosymmetric dimer (based on the Cc conformer) is the most plausible structure for HA in the neat crystal.
4.5. NMR Spectra in Water and Chloroform Solution. Glushonok et al. 14 reported an NMR study of HA in both water and chloroform solutions, concluding that HA exists essentially in the monomeric form in these solutions and measuring the chemical shifts for 1 H and 13 C nuclei. In the present investigation, we calculated these chemical shifts (and also those for 17 O) in both previously investigated solvents. 14 Because both in water and in chloroform, the estimated population of the Cc conformer is strongly dominant (over 80 and 90%, respectively; see Table 2 ), the chemical shifts were calculated for this conformer. Three different levels of theory were used [MP2, DFT/B3LYP, and DFT/BP86 methods with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set and the C-PCM model]. Spectra for the reference systems, tetramethylsilane, and H 2 O were also calculated by using the same methods. The results are summarized in Table  6 . For 1 H and 13 C, the relative performance of calculations at different levels shows that (i) in general, all the methods predict the chemical shifts quite well, the DFT methods estimating better the 1 H chemical shifts (average relative error 10% for MP2 versus 6% for DFT), whereas the MP2 method predicts the 13 C chemical shifts slightly better (2.5% versus 6%), (ii) the two DFT methods predict equally well the chemical shifts for 1 H and 13 C, with average relative errors of ca. 6%, (iii) the 13 C chemical shifts are estimated with some average relative error by all methods in water and chloroform (2-3% for MP2 and 6% for both DFT methods), and (iv) for 1 H chemical shifts, the general trend is that of a better performance of the theoretical methods when the solvent is chloroform (the BP86 provides estimations with equal average relative error in both solvents). On the whole, the various methods used all appear to be able to provide good theoretical estimations of the chemical shifts for both 1 H and 13 C.
Conclusion
Matrix-isolation experimental investigation of spectra and structure of monomeric HA has been carried out, according to our knowledge, for the first time. In addition, solid-state spectra of the compound were also studied in a wide temperature range (from 12 to 175 K). Detailed theoretical calculations were carried out to facilitate the interpretation of the vibrational IR spectra of the compound and to understand the conformational isomerism.
PES calculated at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory revealed the existence of four minima (Cc, Tt, Tg, and Ct), with the Cc form being the most stable one, owing to the presence of an intramolecular hydrogen bond. The remaining forms are not stabilized by such interaction; their relative energies were calculated to be above 11 kJ mol -1 , and their equilibrium populations at room temperature are less than 1%. In agreement with the calculations, only the main form (Cc) was identified in the spectrum of the matrix-isolated compound. A comparison of the experimental and the theoretical spectra of the Cc conformer shows a good overall agreement.
The solid-state spectra of HA were recorded for the amorphous compound as well as for the crystal. Comparison of these spectra with the spectrum of matrix-isolated HA indicated that the bands due to the skeletal vibrations are similar in all cases, whereas the bands originating in protonic modes are different. The experimental spectra of solids showed no absorptions due to minor conformers of HA (Tt, Tg, and Ct). At the same time, the spectra of solids were not completely compatible with the spectra of the main Cc conformer (in the matrix), indicating disruption of the intramolecular hydrogen bond in this form in the crystal.
To provide an explanation to these observations and to understand the structural and spectral features of solid HA, structures of different aggregates based on two Cc units were optimized, and their IR spectra were theoretically simulated. A plausible explanation of the experimental spectra could be given on the basis of a centrosymmetric dimer of HA as the main structural motif of the crystal. A comparison of the calculated spectrum of the dimer with that of the monomer could successfully explain the frequency shifts experimentally observed for the protonic modes of the compound. We predict that upon crystallization, the intramolecular hydrogen bond characteristic of monomers converts into an intermolecular hydrogen bond characteristic of aggregates of HA. Calculations carried out for the HA conformers in water solution revealed that only two minor conformers (Tt and Ct) are stabilized in this environment. Their calculated relative energies decrease down to 4-6 kJ mol -1 with respect to the main Cc form. Spectra calculated in the present study for Cc, Ct, and Tt conformers in water solution were successfully compared with the experimental spectra reported previously.
Finally, NMR chemical shifts for 1 Table S1 , optimized geometrical parameters for the different minima of HA calculated at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) and DFT/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory (isolated molecule in vacuum); Table S2 , MP2/ 6-311++G(d,p) and DFT/6-311++G(d,p) calculated frequencies and IR intensities for the higher-energy minima of HA (isolated molecule in vacuum); Table S3 , MP2/6-311++G(d,p) and DFT/6-311++G(d,p) calculated frequencies and IR intensities for Cc, Tt, and Ct energy minima of HA in water solution (C-PCM calculation); Table S4 , geometrical parameters for HA centrosymmetric dimer calculated at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) level; Table S5 , vibrational frequencies and IR intensities for the centrosymmetric HA dimer calculated at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) level; Figure S1 , MP2/6-311++G(d,p) calculated IR spectra for minimum-energy structures of HA (isolated molecule in vacuum). This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Note Added in Proof. In a recent theoretical study, Jalbout et al. 39 explored torsional potentials for HA momomer and found that the PES contains four minimum structures and some of these species have the zero-point energies higher than the barriers of rotation, in full agreement with the present study. Moreover, the study of dual methyl and OH rotation PES showed that the reduced barrier to methyl rotation can lead to several rotamers. 39 
